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ABSTRACT

The present work concerns with experimental

investigation into stretch forming of sheet using explosive

charge. To carry out stand-off under-water explosive

forming operations using open-system, a ferrocement tank

1,525 M dia. and 1 ,55 M deep and supporting structure is

designed and fabricated. Die-assembly, to accommodate a

die of 150 nan dia., with supporting cradle is designed and

fabricated. Details of experimental set-up are given in

Chapter III,

Explosive forming tests are carried out on Brass,

Stainless Steel and Aluminium sheets of various thicknesses

using Cordtex explosive cha.rge and IJo, 6 electric ICI -

detonators

.

A large number of experiments are carried out to

study the effect of charge weight, stand-off distance, draw

radius of die and annealing heat treatment on i) profile

and polar deflection of blank, ii) thickness strain distri-

bution and iii) radial strain distribution. The details

of experimental conditions and measuring procedures are

given in Chapter IV,



xii

Results of the experimental investigation are

followed by discussion and are recorded in Chapter V,

1

8

A simple theoretica,! analysis proposed by Noble and Oxley

is applied. Theoreticall3" estimated values of polar deflec-

tion are found to be in agreement with experimental results

of the present investigation*.

Broad conclusions and suggestions for further work

are outlined in Chapter VI*



CHAPTEK I

imCDUCTION

1 .1 . GENERA.L

Sheet metal components are being extensively used

in various applications, viz., pressure vessels, chemical

plants, ship building, aviation and missiles; where the size

is fairly large and the number of pieces required is small.

Conventional methods of shaping sheet metal employ matched

metal dies requiring expensive equipment and tooling which

could be justified only with large quantities. Eventhough,

the conventional process has very good reproducibility,

however, it is uneconomical for production of a few pieces

of large size.

Production of sheet metal components by unconven-

tional methods of forming using high explosives has aroused

tremendous interest since early fifties. Explosive forming

has considerable applications in space Industry, primarily,

in the manufacture of complex shapes in high strength sheet

materials such as Titanium, Rene and Stainless steel

which, are difficult to form by conventional processes.

Methods of explosive forming can be classified

as under



1 . Confined or Closed System

Confined system generally employes split dies

which completely enclose the work piece as shown

in Fig, 1,1 (a). The explosion takes place in a

confined space. The closed system has "been used

for sizing of thin walled tubing and preformed

parts. This system is suitable for small sized

parts only,

2, Unconfined or Open System

In unconfined system, Fig, 1,1 (b), the

explosion takes place in open space such that the

whole of energy of explosion is not available for

forming. The system is useful for large components

where high loads are required for deforming sheets.

Explosive metal working operations can be divided

into two main types.

1 • Contact operations where explosive charge is placed

in direct contact with work piece.

In contact operations, the pressure of several

2
million lb f/in is developed at the interface

.

Contact operations are employed in explosive weld-

ing, cladding, metal cutting, hardening and powder

compaction.
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2. Stand-off operations where charge is located some

distance away from workpiece and the energy is

transmitted through some intervening medium such

as air or water.

In stand-off operations, the peak pressure

decays as the shock wave travels through the trans-

mitting medium, and consequently, the pressure

exerted on the work piece is much less than that

in contact operations. The pressure is of the

order of several thousands Ih f/in .

The nature of explosives and basic aspects of

shock wave theory are given in the next two sections.

1.2 CHEMICAL EXPLOSIVES*'

Chemical explosives are substances which can undergo

rapid chemical reactions during which large quantities of

heat and gaseous products are evolved.

Explosives can be divided into two main types viz^

(i) detonating or high explosives and (ii) deflagrating or

low explosives.

High explosives are characterised by very high

rates of reaction and high pressure. They are divided into

primry and secondary explosives. A primaiy or Initiating

explosive can usually be detonated by simple ignition' by
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means of spark, flame, Impact or any other primary heat

source. Secondary high explosives need initiators for

detonation and can-not be exploded by ignition or impact.

Primary explosives are used in detonators for initiating

detonation in secondary explosives

.

Most of the high explosives contain nitro compounds

and complex esters of nitric acid. The high explosives in

common use depend for their enerfor of reaction upon the fact

that when oxygen is combined with nitrogen the reaction energy

is almost zero, whereas, when oxygen combines ^^^ith carbon or

hydrogen the reaction is highly exothermic. When the explo-

sive is detonated, the oxygen changes its affinity from

nitrogen to carbon and hydrogen, thereby, forming CO, CO^,

water vapours, and free nitrogen. This reaction produces

a large volume of gaseous products. The energy released

depends upon the type of explosive used. The volume of

gaseous products liberated is of the order of 1000 cm"^/gm.

at N.T.P.

1 .2*1 Properties of Explosives

Brief details of some of the explosives, in

general use, are given below.

a) THT 0^ (Trinitro-toluene ) is a pale yellow

crystalline solid. It possesses high strength and

very low sensitivity to friction and impact. It
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has a melting point of 81 °G and thus it can he

cast to required shape. Its velocity of detonation

is 6800 m/sec.

h) Tetryl or CE Og (Trinitro-Hienyl metdiyl

nitromine) is a yellow crystalline solid explosive

of high strength and^ rather high sensitivity to

initiation hy friction and impact. It is used as a

hase charge for detonators. Pressed tetryl pellets

having a density of 1,5’ to 1,6 gm/cm^ are sometimes

used in explosive forming operations, where these

form a convenient point charge . Detonation

velocity of tetryl is 7510 m/sec,

c) PETN C^HgN^^C^ (Penta-erythritol Tetranitrate)

is a white crystalline compound having a melting

point of l4l °C. and high thermal stability . It has

a detonation velocity of 6500 m/sec. It has very

high strength hut is also highly sensitive to fric-

tion and impact. It is used as a hase charge in

detonators and is widely used in detonating fuses

such as ’Cordtex’, a strong waterproof fuse that

detonates at 6500 m/sec. Cordtex is widely used in

explosive forming processes because it can be

coiled into desired shape.
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d) Plastic explosives consist of a high hrisant

explosive snch as R D X, 0^, (Cyclo-

trimethylene trinitromine ) and a tending agent

that forms a putty like mass. The explosive can

he hand moulded and it is frequently used in metal

working operations , Detonation velocity of R D X

is 7810 m/sec.

e) Plastic sheet explosives have a P E T N base with

other gradients to give tough flexible properties

.

Metabel (ICI) was originally developed for explo-

sive hardening, but it has been used for other

metal working operations such as welding and cladding

of sheets.

1.2*2 Transmission of Energy of Detonation

When detonation is initiated in an explosive charge,

the chemical reaction usually,’- starts at a point and the deto-

nation wave moves outwards In all directions at constant

velocity leading to a spherical detonation front. Pig. 1.2(a)

shows the detonation of an explosive charge immersed in a

fluid medium. As the detonation front spreads through the

charge, it leaves hot compressed gases which are in motion

and capable of doing work. When the front reaches the

boundary of the charge it interacts with the surrounding

medium thereby generating shock viaves in the medium. At the



same time waves are reflected from the boundary into the

gaseous products. The energy relea.sed by the detonating

explosive is transmitted through the surrounding fluid by

shock waves and expansion of gaseous products.

Pig. 1.2(b) illustrates the propagation of shock-

front when the explosive charge is in intimate contact

with a metal slab. 4t the explosive air boundary, the

behaviouS' of the shock wave is same as shown in Fig. 1.2(a).

At the metal~explosive interface, the detonation wave induces

a shock wave in the .metal. Ahead of the shock wave, the

metal is undisturbed, however, behind the shockwave the

metal is highly compressed and attains a high particle velo-

city in the direction of shock wave.

Although arrangement for explosive forming is not

difficult to set up, but the associated deformation mecha-

nism is one of extreme complexity and involves the following

2phenomena ;

a) Shock wave propagation through fluids and its

interaction at the workpiece surface,

b) the reaction of metals to impulsive loading,

c) the subsequent interaction of the agitated fluid

medium with the workpiece which includes the

influence of gas bubble pulsation, cavitation

and water hammer effect.
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1 .3 PROPAGATION OF SHOCK WAlffi

V^en an explosive charge is detonated under water,

it instantaneously generates gases at a very high pressure^

of the order of 1 x 10^ to ^ x 10^ psi. Initially there is

a complicated interplay of pressure waves inside the gas

globe due to partial reflection of the detonation wave from

explosive water interface back into the detonation products.

It has not been possible to analyse the phenomena close to

the charge because of high temperature and pressures invol-

ved and the lack of thermodynamic data of these extreme

conditions. However, the explosion finally results in a

pressure wave or primary shock wave which moves out spheri-

cally through the liquid. The gaseous products of the gas

globe expand to a size several times its initial radius.

A unique relationship exists between the pressure

in the shockwave front, its speed of propagation through

the medium, and the velocity of a particle in the medium

itself.^ For small amplitude waves which move through a

medium, initially at rest, the pressure across the shock

If

front is given by Kolsky as under,

p = ' c u 1*1

where p =

V =

c

pressure across shock front

density of the medium

velocity of sound (shock waves move at the
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velocity of sound in incompressible mediums)

u = velocity of a particle in the medium.

5Bahrani and Crossland explained the phenomena

of the energy release from the detonation of an explosive

charge. The nature of pressure pulse is shown in Fig, 1.3(a).

The primary shock wave is of 37 sec. duration and has a

sharp peak pressure of I7000 lb f/in^. The secondary wave

which is due to pulsation of gas bubble is of 5 sec.

2duration and has a peak pressure of 2100 lb f/in ,

They mentioned that though the magnitude of peak

pressure produced by gas bubble is 10 to 20 percent of the

peak pressurp of primary shock wave (Fig, 1.3(a)), however,

the duration of the secondary shock wave is much greater

than that of the primary shock wave. Hence, they concluded

that energy released due to pulsation of the gas bubble

contributes considerably in the deformation process,

Pearson^ studied the effect of medium used for

transmitting the pressure pulse between the explosive and

the workpiece , Air and water are mediums normally used in

the explosive forming. Fig, 1.3(b) shows the variation of

peak pressure at workpiece as a function of stand-off

distance with tvro media, viz^, air and water. The peak

shock pressure produced with air is lower than water because

air is much more compressible.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 GEIIEEAL

First ever recorded work on use of explosive is
n

that by Munroe' who described a technique for engraving

designs on metal by use of gunpowder in 1888.

During second world >ra.r, extensive studies were

made on effects of underwater explosions on materials. All

8 9
these records have been compiled by Cole . Penny, et al,

compiled the studies on detonation mechanism of explosives

carried out during war.

10
Hudson proposed a mechanism of deformation based

on the study of the damage done by underwater explosion on a

thin metal circular diaphragm. He mounted a small tliin

lead diaphragm in a rigid closed container which ^i?as attached

to a structure. When an impulsive velocity was imparted to

the structure normal to the plane of diaphragm, the diaphragm

container moved and diaphragm material tended to remain

behind

.

The various stages of deformation envisaged by
*1 n

Hudson are as under, (Fig, 2.1 (a))

a) The diaphragm receives an initial impulsive velo-

city. (shox-m by vertical arrows)



b) Tlie material has a radial velocity distribution

(shown by horizontal arrows) and material at

periphery is restrained from moving.

c) The bending wave, shown by the sharp corners in

the profile has progressed Inward from edge.

d) As the diaphragm deforms further, the central

region of diaphragm remains flat and moves with

its initial velocity. The bending wave is trave-

lling into central region progressively deforming

the diaphragm.

e) As the bending wave nears the centre, deformation

speeds up slightly.

f) The speeding up of the bending wave results in

rounding off the apex of the conically deformed

diaphragm.

1

0

Hudson assumed that at zero time a uniform

velocity normal to initial plane of diaphragm is impulsively

acquired. At this stage radial velocity in the material

is zero. The peripheral restraint is immediately felt

resulting in two impulses being propagated as under.

a) a radial impulse travels inwards, leaving the

central portion in a state of plane plastic flow

with an induced radial velocity and
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b) plastic bending ii pulse is generated near the edge,

because of the edge-restraint, and is propagated

slowly inv?ards

.

These impulses tilt each annular element^ thereby^

transfering the available kinetic energy to the central

region where the energy is converted into plastic work of

stretching. The final shape is essentially a cone with

rounded tip,

1 1Johnson, et al, have obtained a functional

relationship between the polar height of deformation and

the radial position of a particle. They assumed that the

shape of the deformed diaphragm is parabolic.

A circular blank is firmly clamped around its

periphery so that its initial position is defined by

A^ as shown in Fig, 2,1 (b). After being subjected to a

point explosive attack, the final shape of the blank is

described by A^. The maximum or polar height of the

bulge being h^.

11
They proposed that, in moving from its initial

to its final position, the blank assumes a series of forms

of increasing height as indicated by lighter lines. They

assumed that these intermediate blank shapes are described

by the following equation

m
j/h = - c i ) (2^1)
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The parameters characterising the history of blank deflection

being h and m. They proposed a mathematical model for the

shape of the deformed blanlt, assuming that the points such

as on blank follow orthogonal trajectories shoim by

points P and P^ in Fig . 2 . 1 (b )

.

The history of deformation assumed by Johnson,
1

-]Q
et al. is different from the one proposed by Hudson

12Boyd carried out parametric investigation into

large straining of membranes by explosive loading. He

formulated a mathematical model assuming that

a) bending and shearing stresses are neglected so that

a membrane theory can be used,

b) Work done by forces acting in the radial direction

is neglected.

c) The elastic strains are negligible so that the gene-

ral plastic theory'" of deformation is valid viz^,

material is incompressible and relations between

octahedral shearing stress and octahedral shearing

strain at a point is unique and single valued.

2
Johnson, et al, have discussed the factors likely

to influence the deformation in explosive forming. They

propose that the deformation is not only due to primaiy

shock wave but it is also due to subsequent energy transfer
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arising from cavitation, water liammer and bubble pulsation

effect. The primary shock wave impinging upon a stationary

blank und.ergoes reflection at the blanlc face and it will be

reflected either as a compression or rarefaction wave depend-

ing upon the rigidity of the blank. If the blank is assumed

to be rigid, it will experience initially a pressure approxi-

mately twice that of the incident pulse. Once the blank

begins to move ^ the pressure over the blank will be relieved.

The secondary shock wave produced by the pulsating

gas bulble can also influence deformation depending upon the

position of the bubble relative to the blanl: and water sur-

face. The gas^ bubble continues to expand behind the primary

shock wave and may undergo several oscillations before it

finally breaks-up or migrates through the mter. After each

successive oscillation a secondai^’- pulse is emitted, thereby,

increasing the deformation.

Remmerswaal conducted experiments on explosive

forming of sheet metal. From his experimental results he

reported that the deformation is affected by

a) the thickness of the material to be deformed,

b) vacuum between die and blank,

c) the weight of the explosive charge and its dis-

tance from the material to be formed.
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1 ^Johnson, et^ al. conducted experiments for

variable hydrostatic head upto seven feet keeping constant

charge weight and stand-off distance. They observed that

the polar deflection of the blank increased upto a hydro-

static head of 15 inch and thereafter remained constant,

1

A

Corbett and Bicker studied the effect of peri-

pheral constraint on polar deflection. They varied the

torque on bolts holding dovm the clamping ring for a series

of. firings while all other parameters were kept constant.

They observed that an increase in the pressure on the blank

decreases deformtion.

This is attributed to an increase in the resistant

of the metal to flow owing to increased frictional forces

on the contact surfaces of the blank.

17
Thurston studied the effect of edge pull-in on

explosive forming of domes. He observed that for a given

draw depth, if the edge pull-in is prevented, tensile

stresses can become large enough to tea.r the blank. If large

edge pull-in is allowed, the resulting circumferential

compressive stresses can cause excessive wrinkling near the

edge.

1

8

Noble and Oxley have given a simple analysis to

estimate the weight of charge required in explosive forming.

Considering a small element of sheet of original sides,

X and y, the plastic work done is given by
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W D = original volumo x strain energ3'' per unit volume

= t X y ( y ^ + Y )

= t Y (2.1 )

where A X and ^ y are the extensions in the elemental

lengths X and y.

Y - yield stress of the material

is the change in surfa.ce area

.

t is initial thickness of the "blank

Assuming

a) for uniaxial tension, A A is taken as product of

the extension in the direction of the load and the

initial width of the element,

b) the change in area resulting from the drawing-in

at right angles to the load is neglected,

c) equation (2.1) holds good for biaxial state of

stress,

d) strains being small, engineering strain can be used

instead of natural strains in equation (2.1).

For work hardening material equation (2.1 ) becomes

MB = t Z>A(y+| H) (2.2)

’whe3?e H is slope of Idealised stress strain curve.

e) The total explosive energy is represented by the

area of the spherical wave front.
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Assuming that the clamped circular diaphragm of

free radius 'a’ deforms to a spherical cap of radius ’r’

and central height h, then

^2
spherical surface area = ^ + h'^

2
original surface area ~ jf

change in surface area ^ A = 77 h^

from equation (2.1), work of deformation is

WD = (2.3)

By considering spherical sector of wave front

falling on the hlaiik the energy available for doing work

is given by

/ «^A (2.V)

where 2 Q is the solid angle subtended by the blank at

the centre of the charge,

W is chemical energy released by explosive charge on

detonation,

^ is efficiency of energy transfer which will depend

upon the transfer nBdium.

Equating equations

t Y
7J-

h^ = W ^ O^A

which gives

v,2 _ W y
^ “ ht ff

J

or h^^ W eVt Y (2,5)



CmPTER III

EXI®RIMSNTAL SET UP

3*1 GENERAL

To carry out basic studies iii explosive forming

stand-off operations, a tank 1.525 M' dia and 1,55 M deep is

made* Experimental set-up consisting of die assembly,

craddle and supporting structure is designed and fabricated*

3*2 EXPLOSIVE FCBMIUG TANK

The tank used for explosive forming operations

should be strong enough to withstand the repeated explosive

blast loading. For this purpose a ferrocement shell deve-

1

9

loped at Irfl.T. Kanpur ^ was utilised. An underground

excavation 2*1 M deep x 2,k- M dia vra.s made and the surfaces

were properly levelled w At the bottom of the excavated pit,

mass concreting (mixture ratio is2sh id-th water cement ratio

of 0A5 "by height) was done to get a base thickness of

600 mm (Fig* 3*1')'^ reinforcement cage of wire mesh pre-

pared; earlier was lowered into excavated pit so that it

hting centrally ever concerete base. The tank was then cast

wiiii rich cement mortar,' The annifLar gap of 450 mm between

the tai^ and surrounding ground was then concreted. Curing

was done for 28 days.-

A water lifting pump was used for evacuating

tfee tank when required
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3.3 HOISTING EQjm3:-I?

A steel super striicture uas fatrieated as shown

in Fig, 3.1 lor suspending a chain pull 03^ 'block. The chain

pulley "block was used to lower the die "block assembly into

the water tank.

3.4- DIE ASSEtiBLY AIID CEAlJliE

Die was designed to conduct stretch forming experi'

ments for metals of various thicknesses. A step of 3 sim

depth was provided in the die block for proper positioning

of the blanks. An annular groove was provided for an *0*

ring for proper scaling of die cavity to prevent leakage

of vacuum created in the die cain.ty.

To study the effect of draw radius on shaped

strain distribution, five draw rings v/ere manufactured >n.th

different draw radius. A step was provided on die for

seating these rings. A brass nozzle was fitted to the die

block to connect vacuum pipe to the die cavity. Fig, 3 •2(a)

shows assembled die. Design details of various parts are

shown in Fig. 3.2(b),

Die was machined out of a grey cast iron casting.

A layer of araldite was applied in the inner cavity to seal

all blow holes to prevent any leakage of vacuum. Hold down

ring was machined from flS plate, A 3 mm step was provided
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on face of the hold down ring to fit into the corresponding

groove on die face. This ensured the application of uniform

pressure on the blank.

A cradle was fabricated for supporting the die

block. The die assembly was bolted on to base plate of the

cradle (Fig, 3.3(a)) The cradle was suspended from chain

pulley block as shown in Fig. 3.3 (h).

3.5 VACUUM PUMP

A rotary double action vacuum pump capable of

creating a vacuum of 28” of Hg was used. A non-porous

vacuum hose was used to connect the die block to vacuum

pump. All joints in the vacuum line were sealed off with

plasticine

,

3.6 EXPLOSIVE EQUIPI'ffiiVT

A Rhino type multishot electric exploder was

used for initiating detonators. A twin -core low-resistance

cable was used for connecting the detonator to the exploder.



CHAPTER IV

i:ZPERn4SNTAL IIWESTIGATIOR

4.1 GEI®EAL

Explosive stretch forming experiments ars carried

out on Brass, Aluminium and Stainless Steel 304 sheets hy

using Cordtex explosive. The effect of charge weight,

stand-off distance, and draw radius on thickness strain

distribution, radial strain distribution and profile of

deformed blanks are studied. The effect of annealing of

Brass sheets is also investigated,

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

a) Preparation of test pieces (blanks)

Blanks of Stainless Steel 0.875 rmi, 70*.30 Brass,

1,555 nim, 0,73 rom and 0,576 mm, and -alluminium 1100.0

1,61 mi-, 1,189 mm and 0,671 mm were machined to e dia.

of 210 mm. To measure thickness and radial strains,

concentric circles were inscribed on the blanks s-h

diameters of 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, I30 and 150 mm.

Four diametric lines were also inscribed at an interval

of 45°.

b) The die. and the hold down ring were thoroughly cleaned

using acetone to remove all traces of antirust oil to

eliminate any film of lubricant at the interfac©s

betxreen Cl) die surface and blank and (11) hold, down

ring and blank.
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The blank was placed in the groove and clamped on

to the die by the hold down ring using ten 1/2" BS¥ bolts.

The bolts were uniformally tightened to a torque of 80 ft lb

using a torque wrench.

Cordtex explosive was coiled and suspended at a

chosen stand-off distance by cords attached to the four

supports of the cradle. The charge was carefully positioned

above the centre of the blanli. L detonator was inserted into

the coiled charge. The lea-ds from the detonator were connec-

ted to the shot firing cable. The die assembly xira.s loxfered

into the tank to maintain a water head of 600 mm above the

charge so that the effect of reflected wave from water

surface is minimised. The shot firing cable was attached

to the exploder and the charge was detonated.

A couple of experiments wero carried out by eva-

cuating the die cavity to a vacuum of 28" of Hg. However,

rest of the experiments were conducted under atmospheric

pressure in the die as no significant difference was observed

by using vacuum for the case of free stretch forming.

^.3 EXPERIMENTAL COtlDITIONS

a) 'Cordtex* detonating fuse, consisting of a core of EETN

surrounded by yarn and white plastic casing, was used.

The explosive core contains 3 "IS grams of explosive

per foot and is potentially capable of releasing 44-00
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calories per foot. The cordtex explosive has a

velocity of detonation of 6500 m/sec,

b) Explosion is initiated by an electric detonator (Indian

Aluminium type No, 6) which has an energy potential of

375 calories equivalent to 26 mm of cordtex.

c) Die ring with 6 mm forming radius was used for all

experiments except where different draw rings were used

to study the effect of draw radius.

d) ifeter head (hydrostatic head) was kept constant at

600 mm above the charge for all experiments,

e) Brass blanks of thickness 1,555 mm and 0,576 mm were

annealed in an electric furnace at 500 °C for eight

hours. The blanks were gradually cooled to room

temperature by putting off the furnace

.

f) Properties of the material used are given below:

Material UTS faeld Strength

i kg/mm^ i kg/mm^

70-30 Brass

Stainless Steel 304-

Aluminium 1100.0

34-.516

75.59

11.32

24-.808

34- -195

9.^82
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if .if EXP"PJj'2irTALl DETAILS
•

Th© following sets of explosive forming tests were

carried out on various materials to stud3>- the effect of

charge weight, stand-off distance and draw radius of die as

per the details given "below.

"1
• Five "blanks of Brass sheet of 0«y3 mm thickness were

formed keeping 15^0 mm stand-off distance and varying the

charge weight from 0.795 gms to 3.975 gms.

2 . Five "blanks of Brass sheet of 0*73 mm thickness were

formed using 3.18 gms charge weight and 'bj'" varying stand-

off distance from 75 mjn to 375 mm.

3 . Six "blanks of Brass sheet of 1.555 mm thickness were

formed, keeping 150 mm stand-off distance and varying

the charge from 1.59 gms. to 7.95 gms.

Five Blanks of Brass sheet of 0.578 mm ihickness were

formed, keeping 150 mm stand-off distance and varying

the charge weight from 0.795 gms to 3.-18 gms.

5. Seven "blanks of Stainless Steel 304- sheet of 0.875 mm

thickness were formed by keeping 150 mm stand-off

distance and by varying the charge weight from 1.59 gms

to 11 .13 gms.

6 . Eight blanks of Aluminium sheet of 1.1 89 mm thickness

were formed by keeping 300 mm stand-off distance and

varying the charge weight from 0.530 gms to 5*585 gms.
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7. Five blanlis of Aluminium sheet of 1.189 nan thickress

\rere formed by keeping 150 mm stand-off distance’ and

by varying the charge weight from 0.53 gms to 1.59 gms

.

8. Six blanks of Aluminium sheet of 0.671 mm thickness were

formed by keeping 300 mm stand-off distance and by

varying charge weight from 0.795 gms to 3*18 gms.

9. Five blanks of Aluminium sheet of 1.615 mm. thickness

were formed by keeping 300 mm stand-off distance and

by varying charge weight from 1.06 gms to 3 *13 gms.

10. Five blanks of Aluminium sheet of 1.189 mm thickness

were formed by keeping charge weight constant 5*565 gms

and 300 mm stand-off distance and by varying the draw

radius from 2 mm to 10 mm.

11. Four annealed blanks of Brass sheet of 0,576 mm thick-

ness were formed by keeping I50 mm stand-off distance

and by varying charge weight from 1*59 gms to 3*18 gms,

12. Four annealed blanks of ‘Brass sheet of 1.55’5 mm thick-

ness werb formed keeping I50 mi; stand-off distance and

by varying charge vreight from 1.59 gms to 6.36 gms.

13. Hardness test v/as carried out on Brass blanks of

0.576 mm thickness and annealed brass blanks of 0,576 mm

thickness before forming and at pole after forming.



if .5 MEASURING TEOTIQUES

a. Thickness Strain

Measurements of thickness -were taken at each

intercept of the concentric circle with the inscrihed dia-

meter as well as at the centre of the blanl^s . The sot-up

for the thickness measurement is shown in Fig. if.1 (a).

A brass rod with a spherical end was held hori-

zontally with the help of a magnetic clamp fixed on the

surface. A dial gauge having a least count of .01 mm was

mounted on a magnetic clamp fixed on the surface plate.

The spindle of the dial gauge was kept in contact -vh-th

spherical end of the rod. The deformed thickness of the

blank was found by inserting the blank in between, the rod

and the dial gauge spindle. The lowest reading on the dial

gauge was taken by manipulating the blanks

,

Logrithmic thickness strain was calculated as
T

= In ( —^ ) where T^ is original thickness of blank

and T is thickness after deformation.

b. Radial Strain

The measurement for radial strain were taken on

tool makers microscope. These measurements were taken

across the inscribed diameter. The set-up for radius mea-

surement is shown in Fig. 4,1 (b).
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Logrithmic radial strain was calculated as

€ = In ( ^ )

where

- is original ^dia, and

D - dia of an inscribed circle after deformation.

c. Profile of Deformed Blank

The profile of the deformed blaiik was obtained by

means of a height gauge. The deformed blanks were held

firmly on a surface plate and the location of each of the

inscribed circles was determined (Fig. 4-.1 (c)). Profiles

of the deformed blanks are plotted in full scale.
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strain measurement
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Radial strain measurement



CHAPTER V

EXPERII^EIviTAL RESULTS AIC: DISCUSSIONS

5.1 EFEECT OF CHARGE WEIGHT

The effects of charge weight on thickness strain

distribution
j
radial strain distribution and profile of the

blanks are shown in Pigs. 5.01to 5.16.

5.1.1 Thickness Strain Distribution

Logrithmic thickness strain ^ ^
versus radial

distance is plotted in Figs. 5*01 to 5*0^ for various

materials with explosive charge weight as a variable para-

meter.

Fig, 5.01 shows the thickness strain distribution

with Brass blanks of 1.555> 0*73 and 0.576 mm thickness,

keeping stand-off distance constant at I 50 mm.

Fig, 5.02 shows the thickness strain distribution,

with Stainless Steel 3C^j 0,875 nun thickness at I 50 mm stand-

off distance.

Fig, 5.03 shows thickness strain distribution with

Aluminium blanks of 1 ,189 and 0,671 mm thickness keeping

300 mm stand-off distance.

Fig, 5.04- shows the thickness strain distribution

with Aluminium blanks of I.I 89 and 1,61 mm thickness keeping

150 mm stand-off distance.



Rodia! Distance
(b)i Bross 0.73mm

(c) Brass 0.576 mm

Thickness strain versus radial distance
yiotl. Brass V Stand-off 150mm
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5.1.2 Radial Strain Distribution

Logrithmic radial strain ^ ^
versus radial distance

plots for variable charge weight are shown in Figs, 5.05 to

5.11 for different materials.

Figs. 5*05 to 5.07’ show the radial strain distri-

bution with Brass blanks of 0,576, 0,73 and 1,555 1™ thick-

ness respectively for a stand-off distance of 150 mm.

Fig, 5»08 shows the radial strain distribution with

Stainless Steel 304, 0.875 mm thickness for a stand-off

distance of 150 mm.

Fig. 5»09 shows the radial strain distribution in

Aluminium 1.61 and I.I89 mm thickness for a stand-off distance

of 150 mm.

Figs. 5-10 and 5*11 show the radial strain distri-

bution in Aluminium blanks of 1,189 Eim and O.67I mm thickness

for a stand-off distance of 300 mm.

5.1 .3 Maximum Deflection and Profile of Blanks

The effect of charge weight on profile of blanks

and maximum deflection are shown in Figs. ^ »'\ 2. to 5«'J5»
%

Fig, 5.12 shows profiles of explosively formed

Brass blanks of 1.555, 0*73 and 0.576 mm thickness for

various charge weight at a stand-off distance of 150 mm.



Radial strain versus radial distance
Mat!. Brass 0.576 mm , Stand-off



Radial strain versus radial distance

Matl. Brass 0.73 mm »
Stand-off 150mm

Fig. 5 :06
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Fig. 5.13 shows plots of maxiimm polar deflection

versus charge weight Brass blanlis of 1 . 555 ,
O.73 and O.576 mm

thickness and annealed Brass blanks of 1.555 and O.576 mm

thickness, the stand-off distance being 150 mm.

Fig. 5 » 1 ^ shoxi^G blank profile and inaximm defor-

mation versus charge weight curve for explosively formed

Stainless Steel 0.875 nna thickness.

Fig. 5»15 shows blank profiles and maximum deflec-

tion versus charge weight plots for Aluminium of 1 .61 and

1,189 mm thickness with stand-off distance at 150 mm.

Fig. 5»16 shows explosively formed profiles and

maximum deflection versus charge weight plots for Aluminium

blanks of 1.1 89 and 0.671 imii thickness with stand-off

distance of 300 mm.

5.2 EFFECT OF STAT'D- OFF DISTANCE

Tests wore carried out on B^rass blanks of 0,73 nim

thickness with stand-off distance as a variable, keeping

charge weight constant at 3*18 gms., to study the effect of

stand-off distance on profile and strain distribution of

the formed blanks.

The variation of thickness strain, radial strain

and deflection are plotted against radial distance in

Figs. 5.17, 5.18 and 5-19 respoctiTely

' > .'6 FUR

Aix. /{ ,,
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^,3 Kl-’I'ECT OV DItAW liADIUS

i}k; t.'tit.’cb ol draw radius on the thickness sttain

and rr'fiial .strain distribution and profile of blanks are

shov/ri in i''lp;.s . 5*20 to 5*22. Aluminium blanlcs of I.I89 mm

thicl:ncr.fj wor- f’orMod keeping stand-off distance constant

at 300 mil, ciiarg<; wdtfit constant at 5.565 gms and keeping

drav; rrscUun a variable para-moter.

5.3.1 'i'h Lcknt.'sn Strain Distribution

Logrlthrnic thickness strain versus radial distance

are ploiited in Fig. 5.20.

5.3.2 li'ulial Striln Distribution

Log.rl llunic radial strain versus radial distance

plots are .ehown In i'lg. 5.21.

5.3.3 D-'-* !. u . Df r'l.H-l.lu'.' and Profile

FrchliU: of c'xplosivoly formed blanks and maximum

doriection Vinanin dra,v/ radiu.s plots aro shown in Fig. 5.22.

5.4 KimCT OF AbhmLING

Tiic td'fiyilr. of annealing on thickness strain

distribute.on, radird strain distribution, and profile on

ft*as3 blanlcs of 1 .555 and 0.571 ™i thickness aro shown in

^g. 5.23 to 5.26















DEFLECT
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5.^.1 Thickness Strain Distribution

Logrithniic thickness strain versus radial distance

plots are shown in Fig, 5*23.

5.4-, 2 Radial Strain f-

Logrithmic radial strains versus radial distance

plots are shown in Figs. 5.24 and 5.25.

5.4.3 Profile and Maximum Deflection

Profiles of deformed blanks are shown in Fig, 5*26

Maximum deflection versus charge weight plots are shown in

Fig. 5.'I3.'

5.5 BMmmss

The results of hardness tests carried out on

brass blanks rolled and annealed before and after deforma-

tion arc shown in Table 5*1

•
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5.6 DISCUSSION^

5.6.1 Profile of Explosively Formed Domes

For Brass and Stainless Steel sheet (Figs. 5.12

and 5.1^ (a)), the profile of the formed dome can be appro-

ximated to a parabolic shape specially for lover charge

weights. This is also observed by lohnson, et al."^”^ (see

page 15)« For softer materialj such as Aluminium, (Fig,

5 . 15 ) increase^ in charge weight changes the shape of the

profile froi.i parabolic to a conical one with rounded apex.

This was also observed by Hudson"^ ° who carried out experi-

ments on thin diaphragms of Lead (Fig. 2.1 (a)). The

effect of annealing of Brass blaiiks on the shape of the

dome is shown in Fig, 5.26. The tendency of the profile

to change from parabolic to a conical shape with increase in

charge weight for softer Brass is clearly evident. It is

also apparent from Fig. 5,22 that increase in draw radius

increases the tendency towards a conical shape due to the

flow of the material from the periphery. Fig. ^,19 (a)

shows that the nature of profile is not affected by stand-

off distance.

It can be concluded that for Brass and Stainless

Steel the shape of the explosively formed domes approxi-

mates to a parabola provided that small charges are used.

However, for annealed Brass and Aluminium, the shape of

the dome tends to a conical one, specially with large

charge weights

•



5.6.2 Polar Deflection

70

Fig, 5 ‘1 3 shows the -wiriation of iTiaxinium polar

deflection ^./ith charge weight for Brass sheets with D/t

ratio varying from 100 to 270. Curves h and c pertain to

cases where the higher charge weight, than the one plotted,

produced ruptured dome. However, for the conditions of

curves a, d, and e, experiments could not "bo conducted till

rupture of blank. It is evident that the polar deflection

increases witii increase in charge weight, however, there

is an optimum charge weight depending upon D/t ratio. It

is also clear that annealing of brass sheets increases the

formability by 20% to 50?o depending upon D/t ratio.

Fig. 5*1^ shows the effect of charge weight on

polar deflection for Stainless Steel. Here again experi-

ments could not bo continued till rupture because of

increasing edge pull-in with increase in charge weight.

However, the general trend of the curves in Fig. 5.13 is

valid in the case of Stainless Steel also (Fig. 5*1^) where

the expected optimum charge weight is at 14- gms.

It is seen from Figs. 5»'15 f*-nd 5*16 (c) that

polar deflection for iluinlniura blank increases approxi-

mately linearly with the cha.rge weight till rupture takes

place. It is seen from Fig. 5.19 that for Brass pjolar

deflection decreases hyperbolically >a.th increase in

stand off distance.
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ae effect of die radlue on deflection ehown

in Pig. 5.22. The
deflection occure at a drav

radfus of h m. Howevef* there waa a clear ruptnre aa

Shown in fig. 5.27 U). it not aurprlelng that .

fracture tooh place for a draw radius oi t m even a

the experiment was repeated teoause the charge weigh o

to the optimism charge as seen xn tg*

5,565 gms was close to hie opwx
*

-1 mm. As SUCh m
5,16 Co) fer ^ thidmess of 1.189 nim

t-hp effect of draw

firm ooneluslon can he drawn as

radius on yolar deflection.

5.6.3 Estimation of Polar Defleotlon-h

lo estahllsh some relationship hetween polar

^

flection ’ll' nnd other parameters, a simple cheory gi^

d6flscljieOtt
Pr^lai*

ty Pohlo and «a^ ^ ^ p. 5,28

.

tlcn parameter 1» Plotted against

4.4 eei^i-n as proposed hy
A linear relntions

experimental condi.

true tx. a ««t— ,_ss , is

uons inveeti^ted,
,ehle and

37.8^. me also agrees wifxi

^

the relationship proposed by Noble and

pawat^ o« 26 ,
which

CEierl® is valid for small value o
, _

^
tr ^ ccf 'distance as compared to th

a la*«e stani o.-

.nprtains to

Ihe present investigation pertains

a±am4^^^ Itjarfe. P
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a value 0 = and S = 26.6° for (50 W- and 300 » etand

off distance respectively.

5.6.^ Mechanism of Rupture

j. A rip-p-? r re sliowi ill Rig* 5«27»
Typical ruptured speciueno

- . -1 >-1-1 'hi p ‘bps in th© dinocition oi

It is observed that necking

rolling at pole as sno» in fig- 5-27

oharge uelght, rupture proceeds along the dxrectaon o

^

rolling and finally «ae hlanh opens up at about 5 xno^

, 4. - -roHin^^ as shown in Fig* 5*27

nation to the direction of rollmo as

5.6.5 Effect of Charge Weight on Thichness Strain, t f

It IS observed fro., Elg. 5-01, that for Brass the

thichness strain varies almost linearly fro. pole to pe^

p^ery of blanh, specially for higher thichness of 1.555 .

corresponding to D/t ratio of 100.

Approximately linear variation of thickness strain

Per Stainless Steel (Pig- 5-02) also valid for all the

t for the charge weight of 11.13 gms

charge weights except for the cnarg

Sharply towards the centre,

where the strain increases sharply

For the case of Alumlnluin (ilg.- 5-03) the

^.rlatioh of thickness strain is approximately linear wi^

lower values of thickness and charge weight. However,

with decrease in stand off distance from 300 mm o 5

the rate of increase of thickness strain increases as
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Rupture of blanks

Conditions ••

Motl.

Charge weight

Stand off distance

Draw radius

a b

Al. 1.189 mm

5.565 gms

300 mm

10 mm

Al. 1189 mm

1.59 gms

150 mm

6 mm

‘F*-
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one approaches the pole e^/en for lower values of clic.rge

weight (Fig,

The effect of stand-off distance on thickness

strain for the case of Brass is clear from Fig, 5*17 • It

is seen that the nature of variation of thickness strain

with radial distance changes appreciahly with stand-off

distance. It is also seen from Fig, 5«23 that annealing

Brass of thickness 0,576 mm changes the nature of varia-

tion of thickness strain.

The variation of polar thickness strain -with

charge weight is plotted in Fig, 5.29 lor various materials

tested. It is seen that for most of cases shown, polar

thickness strain increases steeply mth increase in charge

weight.

5.6.6 Radial Strain, t ^

It is seen from Figs, 5*65 to 5*075 5*2^ and 5*25

for Brass that the radial strain ^ ^
decreases with

increase in radial distance, and it is maximum at the pole.

The results in Figs. 5*07 and 5*2^ are erratic because

it was not possible to avoid edge pull-in as is evident

from negative radial strains at periphery even 1/0.th maxi-

mum tightening of bolts.



STAND OFF 150 mm
•) i< 300 mm

MAIL. Th:< 7^
STAINLESS STEEL
/I 4 I 1 1^1 ii i liA

charge weight (Gms)

thickness strain versus charge weight
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For the case of Stainless Steel (Fig, 5»OS)3

the fall in £ ^
with radial distance is apparent and the

negative values of ^ ^
are due to edge pull-in.

For tile case of Aluminium (Figs. 5*09 to

the change of rs-dial strain follows clear pattern and there

is no evidence of edge pull-in.

The effect of stand-off distance on distribution

of radial strain is shovm in Fig. 5*18. Except for curve

(e), which pertains to a ruptured specimen, the radial

strain at a particular point decreases vri-th increase in

stand-off distance.

It is seen from Fig. 5*21 that the radial strain

is affected, marginally, by varying the draw radius in

explosively stretch forming operations (curve - b is

ignored as it pertains to a ruptured blank).

Fig. 5*30 shows plots of polar radial strains

against charge weight. In most of the curves, polar radial

strain increases steeply with increase in charge weight.

Curves ’a' and 'g' pertain to cases vdiere large edge

pull-in was observed.





GHA.PTER VI

CONCLUSIONS Ai'ID SUGGES'IIONS FOR FURTHER WORI'i

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

The follcvring broad conclusions are drawn from

the results of the experimental investigation into explosive

forming described in this work. Tlie conclusions are valid

for the case of stretching process where the blank is

restrained at periphery.

1. For high strength strain hardening materials, such as

Brass, the shape of the explosively formed dome

approximates to a parabola, specially for lower charge

weights

.

2. There is a marked tendency for the profile to change to

a conical shape with a) softer materials such as

annealed Brass and Aluminium and b) higher charge

weights approaching optimum values.

3. For harder materials there is an optimum charge weight

to give maximum polar deflection depending on D/t ratio.

h. For softer materials such as Aluminium Hie polar deflec-

tion increases linearly with increase in charge wight

till rupture,

5. The polar deflection decreases hyperbolically with

increase in stand-off distance.
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6# An approximate estimation of charge weight for a given

polar deflection can he made from a simple theor\^

proposed by Noble and Oxley**^^ hj the follo^‘^ing exiare*-

ssion

h2 oc
t̂ Y

7 • Xh.© ruptur© of Tolariks initiates at the poles proceeds

in the direction of rolling and finally the blank

opens up at 85° inclination to the direction of

rolling

.

8. The thickness strain varies approsimately linearly uith

radial distance, (a) lArith lower values of charge weight

as compared to optimum charge weight and (b) with softer

matorials
5
provided the stand-off distance is large as

compared to diameter of blanlc.

9. Thickness strain and radial strain increase steeply with

increase in charge weight,

6.2 SUG(2SSTI0i'FS FOR FdRTHEE WORK

The experimental facility outlined in this work

can be used for carrying out further research work in the

following aspects of explosive forming.

1 . Studies of stress distribution during the move-

ment of blanlc.
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2. Phenomena of flange wrinkling and blank buckling

can be studied by suitably modifying the die-

assembly in order to applj- variable pressure on

blank,

3. Effect of shape of charge on the profile produced.

4. Explosive blanking and dra'ring operations can also

be carried out by modifying the die.
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